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A gradual calm and acceptance was settling in among the Juaneños.  Off coastal 
waters, ships could see the Great Stone Church and the bells could be heard for 
miles inland.  The very church they were forced to build had created a sense 
of pride among the Juaneños, a magnificent representation of their skills and 
endurance.  Then, a series of new struggles immerged, challenging the Juaneños 
once again.

42 Juaneño lives were lost in an earthquake that also destroyed the Great Stone 
Church built with their blood, sweat and tears.  Much like an omen, thus began an 
era of religious and political chaos.  Governments were in conflict, and Mexico 
wanted absolute control of much of California.  Mexico expelled the Mission's 

priests, forbidding even those who 
wanted to stay.  Mexico's political 

corruption had come to the valley.  Law and order, for the time being, had 
vanished.  People with money, influence and power were the only ones who 
benefited.  Born in Liverpool, England, immigrant John Forster, who then 
became a Mexican citizen, converted to Catholicism and married Ysidora Pico.  
She was the sister to Pio Pico, the last Mexican Governor of California.  After 
their marriage, John Forster illegally purchased the Mission at auction from 
Pio Pico for $710.00.  With political authority running rampant, and the rule 
and order of the day breaking down, the Juaneños were cast out of the Mission.  
Survival meant going to work for the Ranchos.

For some, this meant moving to what we now know as Northern Orange County.  The Juaneños formed "barrios" which were 
made up of whole family units.  They worked for Rancho Santa Ana and Rancho Yorba.  Those who stayed behind found work 
at Rancho Santa Margarita and elsewhere.  This was not going to be the end of the Juaneños.  So began the time of "mestizo"...

the marrying of Juaneños to Early Californios.  By bonding together, 
they worked the Ranchos.  Men managed large herds of sheep and cattle 
over vast miles of land and developed flourishing agriculture.  The 
women and older children maintained the Rancho families, creating 
and nurturing strong family foundations.  First the Juaneños needed the 
Ranchos.  Now, more than ever, the Ranchos needed the Juaneños in 
order to carry on.

While politics invaded the Mission and Ranchos became established, 
secularization had also taken over.  The Juaneños knew they had 
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The Mission during Forster occupation 
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Mestizo vaqueros roping cattle outside the main Rancho 
Hacienda 
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Interior ruins of the Great Stone Church where 42 
Juaneños died in an earthquake on December 8, 
1812
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. . . SURVIVING, GROWING and THRIVING

to protect the liturgical and sacred 
treasures of the Mission.  The Juaneños 
rescued and safeguarded these priceless 
treasures in their homes. Since there 
was no resident priest, the Juaneños had 
to wait until a Franciscan priest came up 
from Mission San Luis Rey to celebrate 
Mass and the Sacraments.  Though it 
was on an irregular basis, it was during 

those times that the treasures were 
lovingly restored by the Juaneños and 

returned to the Mission - many you can still see today in St. Father Serra Chapel and 
the Basilica.  They were the guardians and remained steadfast that the Mission 
was their home away from home.

In the mid to late 1800's, the Forsters, who had converted the Mission to 
private ranch property, were finally forced out because of the humble wisdom 
of President Abraham Lincoln.  Seeing the ruins, the Juaneños embraced 
the opportunity to bring the Mission back to life.  Having acquired the skills 
needed, John Forster's La Sala (reception room) became THEIR Mission 
Chapel.  Their spirituality was again renewed with baptisms, sacraments and 
marriages.  They dedicated themselves to the restoration, the RESURGAM (I 
SHALL RISE AGAIN) of Mission San Juan Capistrano.

Jerry Nieblas is a pre-Mission descendant of the Juaneño Band of Mission 
Indians, two early Californio Rancho families and a lifelong resident of San Juan Capistrano. Mr. Nieblas is also the 
co-founder and President of Capistrano Historical Alliance Committee.

 Mission Statement of the Capistrano 
Historical Alliance Committee

              “With integrity, the  Capistrano Historical 
           Alliance Committee proudly recognizes, respects 

and honors ALL the historical elements of  San Juan 
Capistrano - its land, its structures, its families and its 

traditions...”

From La Sala to Mission Chapel, the first steps of 
RESURGAM had begun
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The Mission in decline as a result of political 
chaos and negative influence 
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Large herd of sheared sheep being driven to 
pasture through the heart of town
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